
HOW TO WRITE A LAB REPORT FOR CHEMISTRY COLLEGE

This instructable will teach you how to write a simple yet proper lab report for a college level General Chemistry lab
course. In order to complete this lab, you will .

Figures and Graphs Graphs and figures must both be labeled with a descriptive title. Your instructor's name.
Data encompasses what you recorded when you conducted the experiment. If more than one reaction occurs,
be sure to draw the necessary arrows and include the intermediate s. Updated January 26, Lab reports are an
essential part of all laboratory courses and usually a significant part of your grade. It may be helpful to provide
a figure to diagram your experimental setup. Other things to include are any flaws in the experimental process
that could have affected the data, how the experimental process could be improved, and possible future
experiments that could be conducted to further your data. Some instructors require the lab report be included
in a lab notebook , while others will request a separate report. Discussion The discussion section should
explain to the reader the significance of the results and give a detailed account of what happened in the
experiment. The date the lab was performed or the date the report was submitted. Sometimes an introduction
may contain background information, briefly summarize how the experiment was performed, state the findings
of the experiment, and list the conclusions of the investigation. Results and Discussion - The result and
discussion sections are usually combined together within the lab report. References A listing of published
works you cited in the text of your paper listed by author or however the citation style you are using requires
the citation to be listed. Describe what additional research might resolve contradictions or explain exceptions.
Be sufficiently detailed that anyone could read this section and duplicate your experiment. Discussion or
Analysis The Data section contains numbers. Explain the steps you took in your experiment and how did you
proceed Methods. Materials List everything needed to complete your experiment. If the results contained
errors, analyze the reasons for the errors. In one sentence, state the hypothesis. Explain how your results relate
to expectations and to references cited. Express the central question you are asking. Descriptions of your
experiement, hypothesis es , research questions. Question s - Questions given by the instructor should be
answered after the conclusion. Results Describe in words what the data means. The Analysis section contains
any calculations you made based on those numbers.


